INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
everywhere. Not all tests have the speed timing in the
same degree. In Thorndike's I.E.R. tests the children
were advised when to turn the page, but allowed to
turn back at any point or to go ahead quicker—and
the questions were so graded that few children could
have done any more even if another half hour had been
given.
Yet the fact remains that such tests only measure what
can be done in an hour or a half-day of rather pressing
work; and it is possible that such is not much influenced
by training, and yet that more deliberate work may be
influenced. What the person of average ability gets out
of a mathematical training, for instance, apart from the
actual knowledge, is a habit of mind when confronted with
quantitative problems, a belief that an orderly setting
down of the problem in a suitable notation will go far
towards solving it, a confidence that the right answer can
be recognized as such by simple tests when it is obtained,
and a familiarity with abstract notions of space and time
relationships which is greatly encouraged by the proper
association of symbols with geometrical or physical ex-
amples. Such habits of mind appear, a priori, to be likely
enough to transfer to any quantitative problem of life not
commonly called mathematical; and to lead to greater
power in dealing with such problems ; but not immediately
to greater speed in dealing with them.
It is true that experiment has an answer ready, and one
to be considered with care. It is, that whenever " speed "
and " power " of thinking have been measured separately,
a fairly large positive correlation has been found between
them, they have been found to go, on the whole, together.
These experiments have perhaps hardly measured power by
sufficiently difficult thinking, but as far as they go they
tend in the direction noted. It will be seen that the whole
of this transfer dispute is one between wide observation
and narrow experiment. Wide observation gets something
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